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Abstract

Background: Juvenile sexual offending is an area that has been largely under-researched to date and this has resulted in very little and sometimes conflicting research being published in the area. The dearth of empirical data in the space is concerning as it suggests that policy may not be underpinned by an empirical framework and this has far reaching implications for the development of laws, intervention programmes and the management of young people accused/convicted of a juvenile sexual offence. Moreover, the lack of an evidence-based framework has the potential to contribute to misinformation amongst the public who may be relying upon anecdotal news reports and exaggerated media representations.

Methods/Design: This study will use a survey to collect the same data from each European member state with the aim of generating comparable data. The first step in the design process was to design a typology of juvenile sexual offences so the data collected represents the same offences across each jurisdiction. The second step in the design process is to design a survey, using the typology, to collect data across each member country.

Discussion: This study aims to take a first step towards generating comparable data across each member state. As such this project will be the first to generate accurate comparable data on the prevalence of juvenile sexual offending across each EU Member State and data on how each Member State reacts to juvenile sexual offending.
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1. Background

Within criminal justice systems the term juvenile is used to refer to individuals who have not reached adulthood. The age span related to the term juvenile varies across jurisdictions and indeed has varied across time. For example, in Ireland under the 1908 Act the age of criminal responsibility, that is the age at which a child was deemed to have capacity to know right from wrong and thus could be held accountable for their offending behaviour, was 7 years of age. This changed with the enactment of the Children Act 2001, which resulted in the age of criminal responsibility in Ireland being raised to the age of 12 years of age. Only to change again in 2006 with an amendment to the 2001 Act which reduced the age of criminal responsibility to 10 years for more serious offences whilst leaving it at 12 years for all other
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offences. In Ireland, and according to the 2001 Act, the age at which a young person is deemed to be an adult before the law is eighteen.

The term juvenile is used in the majority of international, European, and national instruments to describe an individual under 18 years of age (Dunkel, 2014). This is due to those under 18 years of age as having been identified as not being fully emotionally or behaviourally developed (ibid). However, contemporary neuroscience suggests that emotional and behavioural maturity is not reached until much later, approximately 25 years (Berryessaat et al, 2020), and indeed this science is increasingly being used as evidence before the criminal courts (Shen, 2012). This applies equally to juvenile sexual offending whereby Vitacco et al (2009) discuss the developmental changes experienced by young people, arguing that this must be considered when dealing with juveniles who sexually offend. There is a gradual shift in this space, for example, Germany treats young offenders up to the age of 21 years of age differently when compared to adults. However, such instruments as the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, an international instrument ratified by all EU Member States, continues to recognise a child as an individual under 18 years of age (UNCRC, 1989).

The above section highlights the variation and complexity in terms of age of criminal responsibility and age at which a juvenile is no longer considered a juvenile and is treated like an adult in the various criminal justice systems across the EU. How a jurisdiction defines a juvenile has serious implications for how a juvenile offender is treated within the system, in terms of both progression through the system and sentencing for the offence committed. Indeed, the more serious the offence the greater the implications. Juveniles who commit sexual offences are particularly vulnerable within the system due to the seriousness of the offence. Sexual offending is defined as ‘any sexual interaction with person(s) of any age that is perpetrated (a) against the victim’s will (b) without consent or (c) in an aggressive, exploitative, manipulative, or threatening manner’ which includes actions such as molesting, rape, voyeurism, exhibitionism, or ‘obscene communications’ which includes actions committed through the internet e.g. unwanted explicit pictures or messages (Ryan et al, 2010). Thus, a juvenile sexual offender can be defined as a legally categorised minor who commits any sexual act with a person of any age, against the victim’s will, without consent, or in an aggressive, exploitative, manipulative, or threatening manner (Gerardin & Thibaut, 2004). Ryan emphasises, however, that this definition is not always easily transferable in relation to juveniles with issues regarding peer-to-peer relationships for example which have resulted in juveniles being exposed to charges of child pornography and/or sexual relations with a minor (Ryan et al, 2010). Ryan calls for further exploration into juvenile sexual offending and the way in which it is legislated, particularly in the area of peer-to-peer relationships, adding that particular attention needs to be paid to the concepts of consent, equality, and coercion (ibid).

Juvenile sexual offending has traditionally been under researched and to date there has been a dearth of EU wide comparative research. The lack of robust and comparative data has led to sometimes conflicting scholarly reports, for example, Aebi et al (2012) report that some studies suggest the need for specialised treatment for juvenile sexual offenders due to the differences setting them apart from general delinquents, while other studies found that specialised intervention is not needed and suggest that family and social intervention may be more successful. Aebi et al (2012) concluded simply, that more research needed to be conducted in the area.

Some scholars have highlighted the rise in internet usage, Fortin and Paquette (2018) note that by 2015 almost half of the world’s population was connected to the internet, as having led to a new form of juvenile sexual offending and this change potentially leading to a rise in prevalence in the area (Neto, 2013). Durkin (1997) outlines three ways in which the internet can be taken advantage of by sexual offenders; to access images for personal use, to connect with other sexual offenders and thirdly, to engage in inappropriate communication directly with
children. The potential impact of the internet on this space has led to increased discussions on the role of over sexualising young people at a very young age and the ease of sharing problematic material (Enson, 2018). More recently Ireland has enacted new laws in the area of sharing images which will impact this space (Harassment, Harmful Communications and Related Offences Act 2020). Moreover, a reporting unit, supported by the Irish Department of Justice, was launched in 1999 and provides a platform (hotline.ie) where the public can report illegal content online, especially child sexual abuse material. In 2019 hotline.ie reported its highest figures to date, with 1 in 4 of the 10,773 cases reported by the public being classified as child sexual abuse material. This was a 79% increase on 2018, related to 62 domains and spanned 32 countries worldwide (Hotline Annual Report, 2019). These numbers reflect the ease of access to inappropriate content on the internet for sexual abusers and the potential for increased sexualisation of young children. They also give rise to concerns over the consequences this may have in terms of young persons’ engagement in risky sexual activity from consensual to non-consensual interactions (Massey et al, 2020). Durkin (1997) suggests that young children are especially vulnerable to non-consensual interactions over the internet, simply because they are often unaware of the implications of what they are being asked to do, an example being, a request for a young person to undress. Wolak et al. (2008) concede that more research is needed to clearly ascertain whether there exists a definite link between online content and offline offences. Moreover, the lack of data on whether there has been an increase in juvenile sexual offending and whether this is correlated with access to the internet or not, is preventing robust research in this area. Wolak, et al. (2010: 111) argue that the reporting around internet abuse is “largely inaccurate” and that data is sometimes misrepresented; incidents are sometimes recorded as sexual assault where in reality they qualify as statutory rape, with the crime taking place due to a lack of education on the part of the victim, as well as the predatory nature of the offender.

Currently, prevalence research suggests that those under 18 years of age carry out roughly 15 to 20% of all sex offense, with sex offenses against children increasing to roughly 50% of cases involving juvenile offenders (Ryan, 2016). Others report that 20% of rapes are perpetuated by those under 18 years of age, with 25% of those being suspected of having committed multiple sexual offences (Van Wijk et al, 2009). In addition to this, the Irish criminal justice system saw an increase of 20% in sexual offences carried out by juveniles in 2017 in comparison to the year prior (Garda Youth Diversion & Crime Prevention Bureau, 2017). This rate translated into 35% of the total sexual offences carried out in Ireland in that year (ibid). In Canada, it was found that youth were the perpetrators of roughly 17% of sexual offences in 2014, though it is important to note the category of ‘youth’ includes individuals up to 24 years of age (Allen& Superle, 2016). In Australia, it was found that, depending on the state, 9 to 16% of sexual offences involved a juvenile offender (Boyd & Broomfield, 2006). However, due to the various methodologies used to collect the data it is difficult to conduct any robust comparative analysis. This study aims to fill this gap by conducting a comparative study that will collect comparative prevalence data from across all EU Member States. EU wide comparative research is important due to the ability for each Member State to knowledge share and learn from each other, controlling for various divergences across the States and cultural variation. Nelken (2009) views comparative research as a way in which to compare and contrast approaches and responses to crimes across jurisdictions. It also provides an opportunity to learn from practices elsewhere in a bid to improve the current approach in the jurisdiction within which the research is being undertaken (ibid). In regard to this study, Nelken’s warning against approaching comparative research and data in an overly ethnocentric manner or, on the other hand, an overly relativistic manner has been taken on board (ibid). This study will also catalogue sexual offender programmes aimed at juvenile offenders and any other interventions used for this cohort of offender so as to gain a better understanding of current state responses.
in this area. This project therefore should be understood as developing a foundational framework from which other research can be conducted.

2. Methods/Design

2.1 Research Design

This project will use an online survey to collect data on juvenile sexual offending prevalence rates and state interventions/responses to juveniles accused/convicted of a sexual offence. The survey will consist of both closed ended questions and open ended questions. The closed ended questions will be used primarily to collect prevalence figures related to four types of juvenile offending. These data will be collected for both male and female offenders and will be categorised according to the age of the offender at the time of the offence. Furthermore, the survey will collect data over a 10 year period (1\textsuperscript{st} Jan 2009 - 30\textsuperscript{th} Dec 2018). The open ended questions will collect some contextual data to assist with understanding the prevalence data – for example, the legal age of a juvenile across each jurisdiction, the age of criminal responsibility across each jurisdiction, counting rules and any changes to counting rules across each jurisdiction, and so on.

To construct the survey in a manner that allowed for the collection of comparative data it was necessary to develop a typology of offences. This was necessary to ensure that the data collected related to the same offence across each jurisdiction. The four types developed were sexual offending as a broad category, non-contact sexual offences (exhibitionism, frotteurism, sexual harassment and unsolicited use of personal images [these can have occurred online]), non-penetrative sexual assault, and penetrative sexual assault. Whilst it is accepted that there are nuances within these types it is beyond this study to explore these and it is proposed that this first step of categorisation of the data will allow for further research that can delve into these types more deeply.

The typology was developed through a strategic review of the literature that used key words to conduct a literature search using Google scholar. The key words used were juvenile sexual offending; juvenile sexual deviancy; juvenile sexual delinquency; juvenile sexual offenders characteristics; and juvenile offenders sexual recidivism and the initial search resulted in over 100,000 articles. These key words were chosen because of their relevance to the nature of youth offending, both in a general and sexual context.

The articles were then reviewed for their relevance to the typology development using inclusion and exclusion criteria (see Figure 1). The primary focus was on articles based on descriptive accounts of offences engaged in by juveniles.

Figure 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria used when selecting articles for the typology development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion</th>
<th>Exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile sexual offending</td>
<td>Adult sexual offenders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU data on juvenile sexual offending</td>
<td>Data outside the EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definitions of juvenile sexual offences</td>
<td>Recidivism data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following the review of the literature, sixty-two articles were deemed relevant to the development of the evidence-based typology. These articles were reviewed to explore the grouping of offences into categories and these categories were then utilised to develop the typology. Once the typology was developed it was shared with the projects external advisors group and all feedback from the external advisors group was then incorporated into the
typology. The external advisors consisted of judges, lawyers, police officers, NGOs and academics. The typology was then used to guide the development of the study survey, which will collect prevalence data on each type of offence listed in the typology (online, exposure, indecent exposure, non-penetrative sexual assault and penetrative sexual assault).

The survey will initially be sent to each EU member state’s Department of Justice (n:27) and child welfare agency (n:27), totalling (n:54). They will be asked to provide details of any other agency that collects data on juvenile sexual offending in their country to ensure that the correct agency is contacted for data collection. Upon return of the survey the quantitative data will be entered into SPSS for frequency and descriptive analysis and the qualitative data will be analysed using categorical coding using excel to explore each countries response to the same question. This can then be explored more deeply for convergence/divergence and to assist with providing contextual data for the interpretation of the quantitative data.

2.2 Limitations

One limitation is the ‘dark figures’ of juvenile sexual offending. The dark figures accounts for the level of unreported offences in a jurisdiction. Taking this problem into account, the data we find may not reflect the full scale of the issue of juvenile sexual offending, given that this particular offence type may go unreported. To overcome this limitation, it is recommended that a follow on study focus on collecting such figures as a means to complement our officially recorded figures.

A second limitation is the rigidity of the typology. It is accepted that the typology used in the study fails to account for the nuanced and complicated nature of the offences that fall within each type. However, this project is to be seen as a starting point to progress and conduct subsequent research in the area, unpicking the typology and delving deeper into the offending rates, their implication, and the states responses.

A third limitation was the lack of funds to take on a translator for the project. This resulted in the use of Google Translate to translate the research documents (surveys, letters of invitation, information sheets and consent forms) into the relevant languages before sending them to each EU state’s Justice Department. This limitation was acknowledged in the invitations to participate that were sent to each country. Both the English language and foreign language version was included in the invitation to make it as easy as possible for recipients to understand and respond to the invitation.

2.3 Quality assurance

The research team will conduct fortnightly meetings via Zoom/Teams in order to maintain quality by sharing ideas and seeking feedback for our work amongst each other. The fortnightly meetings will allow us to keep track of the study’s objectives, breaking targets down into regular short-term goals. We will also be conducting monthly meetings with our research partners, the Association of Criminal Justice Research and Development (ACJRD), from whom we will receive constructive feedback and suggestions on specific points. The ACJRD will also connect us with relevant criminal justice practitioners (judges, Garda representatives, solicitors etc.) who themselves can offer useful feedback based on their experience of working in the juvenile justice area. The minutes of all meetings will be recorded, written and uploaded to OneDrive files where the research team can keep track of our records. The feedback taken from meetings will allow us to maintain a level of quality while the recording of minutes will ensure important details or ideas are not mistakenly omitted from our findings.
2.4 Duration of the project
This project commenced in May 2020 and will conclude in December 2021.

2.5 Ethics
This project has been approved by the Maynooth University Ethics Committee (Tier 2).

3. Discussion
This is an important study due to the dearth of data, particularly comparable data, in the area of juvenile sexual offending. Without empirical data it is impossible to develop evidence led policy and practice, and difficult to move beyond anecdotal discourses in the public space. This project should be seen as a first step in laying an evidence based foundation from which further and more in-depth research can commence. For example, it is very difficult to determine whether there is a need for specially designed intervention programmes for juvenile sexual offenders to meet the need of increased offending in the area, due to conflicting data on prevalence rates. Furthermore, it is very difficult to explore evaluations of juvenile sexual offenders’ intervention programmes and their applicability to a different jurisdiction without having an evidence based understanding of the guiding mechanisms (ages of criminal responsibility etc.), current rates of offending, and the approaches being adopted to deal with such offending (diversion etc.). This project aims to provide the required data to commence a comprehensive evidence based literature from which further, more complex and more in-depth comparable research can commence. Comparable research has the potential to facilitate the generation of shared learnings from across the EU and thus build a shared knowledge base in this area.
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